The power of your business

Address IT challenges and seize
digital transformation opportunities
The time to adapt is now, if you are:

The time for growth is now, if you are:

Looking for a more responsive, flexible,
scalable IT infrastructure

Innovating to lead your industry where epic
disruption is becoming the norm

Planning to move to SAP S/4HANA®
prior to the deadline of 2025

Expecting a trusted consulting partner
to help manage your ERP modernization

Experiencing increasing
budget pressure

Embracing the potential to help reduce TCO
of up to 50% with SAP® applications on Google
Cloud Platform (GCP)

Facing increasing
security threats

Looking to adopt automation tools to help reduce
project, infrastructure and run costs by up to 25%

Power your business at the core
As your trusted technology partners, Accenture and
Google Cloud create a new paradigm in the cloud for
your SAP solution, enabling innovation at speed.

We bring established experience
1,000+
SAP clients

World leader
in SAP

Built-in
Security

Accenture provides application
and infrastructure implementation/
management to 1,000+ SAP
clients worldwide.

Accenture is recognised as a world
leader for SAP application services
and public cloud infrastructure
managed services.

Encryption by default
at rest and in transit,
addresses GDPR.

High-performance Harness
cloud
your data
Built on what powers Google Search,
Youtube and all Google properties.
Leader in uptime and SLAs.

Google Cloud and Accenture can
help give you an accelerated path
to a comprehensive data strategy.

Intelligent
CloudSuite
Accenture's proprietary automation
tools to build, run, administer,
monitor and implement SAP
applications on Google Cloud Platform.

We differentiate through mature
delivery and management
We will be your trusted, end-to-end consulting partner for all steps of your journey to Google Cloud Platform for your
SAP applications, providing relevant consulting, system integration, infrastructure and application operation services.
We will engage with you to provide:

Advisory

Migration

Advise for a cloud vision,
detailed value case and
cloud migration roadmap

Cloud migration to
move existing
applications to GCP

Innovation
An innovative path
to leapfrog to the
cloud and adopt
SAP S/4HANA

Our alliance partnership is committed
to deliver value to your business

Any size

Simplify

Grow with you

Accenture and Google Cloud
will manage any SAP instance
sizes (4TB VM and beyond)

Google Cloud can offer up to
99.99% SLA on a single VM which
can significantly simplify the
architecture and reduce its costs

Google Cloud's true as-a-Service
pricing model helps give you the
flexibility to grow at your speed
and budget

Intelligent
business

Innovate
and transform

Secure, scalable
and efficient

Bring leading Google AI/ML
capabilities to redefine your
business together with Accenture

Together we can innovate
and transform your business,
using analytics and IoT for
increased intelligence

Together we have set a benchmark
to help support a secure cloud.
The data is encrypted and takes
the complexity out of your business,
which can reduce TCO by 30%-50%

Power your business at the core
Reach out to SAPonGoogle@accenture.com and talk to us about
your journey to Google Cloud Platform for your SAP applications.
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